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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] Embodiments of the present disclosure gener-
ally relate to equipment and methods for coupling a top
drive to one or more tools. The coupling may transfer
both axial load and torque bi-directionally from the top
drive to the one or more tools.
[0002] A wellbore is formed to access hydrocarbon-
bearing formations (e.g., crude oil and/or natural gas) or
for geothermal power generation by the use of drilling.
Drilling is accomplished by utilizing a drill bit that is mount-
ed on the end of a tool string. To drill within the wellbore
to a predetermined depth, the tool string is often rotated
by a top drive on a drilling rig. After drilling to a predeter-
mined depth, the tool string and drill bit are removed, and
a string of casing is lowered into the wellbore. Well con-
struction and completion operations may then be con-
ducted.
[0003] During drilling and well construction/comple-
tion, various tools are used which have to be attached to
the top drive. The process of changing tools is very time
consuming and dangerous, requiring personnel to work
at heights. The attachments between the tools and the
top drive typically include mechanical, electrical, optical,
hydraulic, and/or pneumatic connections, conveying
torque, load, data, signals, and/or power.
[0004] Typically, sections of a tool string are connected
together with threaded connections. Such threaded con-
nections are capable of transferring load. Right-hand
(RH) threaded connections are also capable of transfer-
ring RH torque. However, application of left-hand (LH)
torque to a tool string with RH threaded connections (and
vice versa) risks breaking the string. Methods have been
employed to obtain bi-directional torque holding capabil-
ities for connections. Some examples of these bi-direc-
tional setting devices include thread locking mechanisms
for saver subs, hydraulic locking rings, set screws, jam
nuts, lock washers, keys, cross/thru-bolting, lock wires,
clutches and thread locking compounds. However, these
solutions have shortcomings. For example, many of the
methods used to obtain bi-directional torque capabilities
are limited by friction between component surfaces or
compounds that typically result in a relative low torque
resistant connection. Locking rings may provide only lim-
ited torque resistance, and it may be difficult to fully mon-
itor any problem due to limited accessibility and location.
For applications that require high bi-directional torque
capabilities, only positive locking methods such as keys,
clutches or cross/through-bolting are typically effective.
Further, some high bi-directional torque connections re-
quire both turning and milling operations to manufacture,
which increase the cost of the connection over just a turn-
ing operation required to manufacture a simple male-to-
female threaded connection. Some high bi-directional
torque connections also require significant additional
components as compared to a simple male-to-female

threaded connection, which adds to the cost.
[0005] Safer, faster, more reliable, and more efficient
connections that are capable of conveying load, data,
signals, power and/or bi-directional torque between the
tool string and the top drive are needed.
[0006] WO2012/100019 describes a tubular running
device for use with a top drive or power swivel.
US2016/177639 discloses an actuator assembly for op-
erating a tubular running device. WO2014/056092 de-
scribes a tool for gripping a tubular workpiece, and
WO2007/127737 discloses an apparatus for handling a
tubular segment and coupling the segment with a tubular
string.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] Embodiments generally relate to apparatus and
methods for coupling a top drive to one or more tools.
The coupling may transfer both axial load and torque bi-
directionally from the top drive to the one or more tools.
[0008] In one aspect of the present invention, a top
drive system includes a drive unit having a drive stem; a
plurality of sliding coupling members disposed on an ex-
terior of the drive stem; a retainer to retain the plurality
of sliding coupling members on the drive stem; and a
torque profile on the drive stem. The top drive system
also includes a tool adapter having a tool stem having a
tool stem sleeve, wherein the drive stem extends through
an interior of the tool stem sleeve; a plurality of coupling
recesses on an interior of the tool stem sleeve and en-
gagable with the sliding coupling members; and a sleeve
torque profile engagable with the torque profile.
[0009] Further aspects and preferred features are set
out in claim 2 et seq.
[0010] Also described is a method of coupling a drive
unit to a tool adapter including positioning the tool adapter
below the drive unit; stabbing a drive stem of the drive
unit into an interior of a tool stem sleeve of the tool adapt-
er; coupling a torque between the drive unit and the tool
adapter by engaging a torque profile of the drive stem
with a sleeve torque profile of the tool stem sleeve; and
coupling a load between the drive unit and the tool adapt-
er by engaging a plurality of sliding coupling members
on the drive stem with a plurality of coupling recesses on
the interior of the tool stem sleeve.
[0011] Further described is a drive unit of a top drive
system including a drive stem having a plurality of ports
from an exterior thereof to an interior thereof; a plurality
of sliding coupling members disposed in the ports; and
a coupling collar encircling the drive stem and having
actuation surfaces and recessed surfaces on an interior
thereof, wherein the recessed surfaces align with the
ports when the coupling collar is in a first position, and
the actuation surfaces align with the ports when the cou-
pling collar is in a second position.
[0012] Further described is a method of coupling a
drive unit to a tool adapter including positioning the tool
adapter below the drive unit; stabbing a tool stem of the
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tool adapter into an interior of a drive stem of the drive
unit; engaging coupling recesses of the tool stem with
sliding coupling members of the drive stem by moving
the sliding coupling members to an extended position;
and securing the sliding coupling members in the extend-
ed position.
[0013] Further described is a drive unit of a top drive
system including a drive stem having a coupling recess;
a plurality of ports in the drive stem connected to the
coupling recess; a plurality of sliding coupling members
movable between a retracted position and an extended
position in the ports; and a plurality of vector transmission
units operationally coupled to the sliding coupling mem-
bers to move the sliding coupling members between the
retracted position and the extended position.
[0014] Further described is a method of coupling a
drive unit to a tool adapter including positioning the tool
adapter below the drive unit; stabbing a tool stem of the
tool adapter into an interior of a drive stem of the drive
unit; mating a polygonal head of the tool stem with a
coupling recess of the drive stem; and engaging coupling
recesses of the tool stem with sliding coupling members
of the drive stem by moving the sliding coupling members
to an extended position.
[0015] Further described is a top drive system includ-
ing a drive unit having a drive stem; a plurality of coupling
recesses on an interior of the drive stem; a drive torque
profile on the drive stem; and first portions of a hydraulic
coupling unit; and a tool adapter having a tool stem,
wherein the tool stem extends through an interior of the
drive stem; a plurality of sliding coupling members dis-
posed on an exterior of the tool stem and engagable with
the coupling recesses on the drive stem; a tool torque
profile on the tool stem and engagable with the drive
torque profile; and second portions of the hydraulic cou-
pling unit.
[0016] Further described is a method of coupling a
drive unit to a tool adapter including positioning the tool
adapter below the drive unit; stabbing a tool stem of the
tool adapter into an interior of a drive stem of the drive
unit; coupling a torque between the drive unit and the
tool adapter by engaging a drive torque profile of the drive
stem with a tool torque profile of the tool stem; and cou-
pling a load between the drive unit and the tool adapter
by: producing a control signal; responding to the control
signal by moving sliding coupling members on the tool
stem to an extended position; and engaging the sliding
coupling members in the extended position with coupling
recesses on the interior of the drive stem.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0017] So that the manner in which the above recited
features of the present invention can be understood in
detail, a more particular description of the invention, brief-
ly summarized above, may be had by reference to the
disclosure, some of the features are illustrated in the ap-
pended drawings. It is to be noted, however, that the

appended drawings illustrate only typical embodiments
of this disclosure and are therefore not to be considered
limiting of its scope, for the invention may admit to other
equally effective embodiments.

Figure 1 illustrates a drilling system, according to
embodiments of the present disclosure.

Figure 2 illustrates a top drive system of the drilling
system of Figure 1.

Figures 3A-3B illustrate a drive stem and a tool stem
of the top drive system of Figure 2.

Figure 4 further illustrates the tool stem of the top
drive system of Figure 2.

Figure 5 further illustrates the drive stem and the tool
stem of the top drive system of Figure 2.

Figure 6 illustrates an alternative top drive system
of the drilling system of Figure 1.

Figure 7 illustrates a drive stem of the top drive sys-
tem of Figure 6.

Figure 8 illustrates a tool stem of the top drive system
of Figure 6.

Figures 9A-9C illustrate a method of coupling the
drive unit of Figure 6 with the tool adapter of Figure 6.

Figure 10 illustrates an alternative drive stem and
tool stem of the top drive system of Figure 6.

Figure 11 illustrates an alternative top drive system
of the drilling system of Figure 1.

Figure 12 illustrates a drive stem and a tool stem of
the top drive system of Figure 11.

Figures 13A-13C illustrate a method of coupling the
drive unit of Figure 11 with the tool adapter of Figure
11.

Figure 14 illustrates an alternative top drive system
of the drilling system of Figure 1.

Figure 15 illustrates a drive stem and a tool stem of
the top drive system of Figure 14.

Figures 16A-16C illustrate a method of coupling the
drive unit of Figure 14 with the tool adapter of Figure
14.

Figure 17 further illustrates the drive stem and the
tool stem of the top drive system of Figure 14.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0018] Embodiments provide apparatus and methods
for coupling a top drive to one or more tools. The coupling
may transfer torque bi-directionally from the top drive to
the one or more tools. The coupling may provide at least
one of mechanical, electrical, optical, hydraulic, and
pneumatic connection. The coupling may convey at least
one of torque, load, data, signals, and power. For exam-
ple, axial loads of tool strings can be expected to be sev-
eral hundred tons, up to, including, and sometimes sur-
passing 750 tons (680 tonnes). Required torque trans-
mission can be tens of thousands of foot-pounds, up to,
including, and sometimes surpassing 100 thousand foot-
pounds (136 kNm). Embodiments disclosed herein may
provide axial connection integrity, capable to support at
least one of high axial loads, good sealability, resistance
to bending, high flow rates, and high flow pressures.
[0019] Some of the benefits provided by embodiments
of this disclosure include a reliable method to transfer full
bi-directional torque, thereby reducing the risk of acci-
dental breakout of threaded connections along the tool
string. Embodiments of this disclosure also provide a fast,
hands-free method to connect and transfer power from
the drive unit to the tool adapter. Embodiments provide
automatic connection for power and data communica-
tions. Embodiments for quick tool change include at least
one connection port for fluid and data transmission. Em-
bodiments also provide axial load and torque transfer
mechanisms necessary for oil rig operations. The con-
nection process may be hands free and/or faster than
the conventional tool changeover methods for top drives.
[0020] In some embodiments, sliding coupling mem-
bers may use a compressive force, such as in a spring,
to apply pressure so to hold a ball or nose nested in some
sort of hole or other receptacle. Thus two or more ele-
ments of equipment can be aligned or fixed into a deter-
mined relative position. In some embodiments, sliding
coupling members such as indexing plungers may have
a beveled or rounded nose that inserts easily into an in-
dexing receptacle. In some embodiments, indexing
plungers may include features like cam action, lock-out
or non lock-out types, threaded bodies, weldable mount-
ing flanges, long knobs, plate mounts, ring or L-handles,
etc. In some embodiments, sliding coupling members
such as ball plungers may have a ball instead of a nose.
The shallow depth of the ball may beneficially allow for
easy movement in and out of position. In some embod-
iments, ball plungers may include push-fit styles, thread-
ed bodies, slotted heads, etc. In some embodiments, slid-
ing coupling members such as spring plungers may have
a nose designed to allow for movement when a lateral
force is applied. In some embodiments, hand-retractable
spring plungers may include a knob for manual retraction
of the plunger. In some embodiments, side thrust pins
may fix parts and holding them in place with constant
pressure. In some embodiments, quick release pins may
consist of a rod or stem, from which small side securing

pins may protrude. In some embodiments, a button in
the handle may retract or extend these pins so that the
quick release pin can be removed or secured in place.
Sliding coupling members such as indexing, spring, and
ball plungers, and their accessories, may also referred
to as: spring loaded devices, detent pins, hand retracta-
ble pins, buspring loaded pins, bspring loaded pins, but-
ton handle pins, shackle pins, locating pins, indexing
pins, retracting pins, spring loaded pins, receptacles and
lanyards, rapid release pins, t-handle release pins, ball
chains, self-locking rapid release pins, side thrust pins,
thrust pins, spring loaded shells, ball buttons, spring load-
ed positioning elements, hand retractable spring plung-
ers, lock-out spring plungers, non lock-out plungers,
spacer bushings, and Clevis pins,
[0021] In some embodiments, a threaded connection
transfers axial load between the drive unit and the tool
adapter. In some embodiments, the torque transfer path
from the top drive system to the tool string bypasses the
threaded connection between the drive unit and the tool
adapter. This may allow full bi-directional torque to be
applied in the tool string. In comparison, systems having
torque transfer path through the threaded connections
between the drive unit and the tool adapter risk backing
out the main threaded connection while rotating in the
breakout direction.
[0022] Figure 1 illustrates a drilling system 1, according
to embodiments of the present disclosure. The drilling
system 1 may include a drilling rig derrick 3d on a drilling
rig floor 3f. As illustrated, drilling rig floor 3f is at the sur-
face of a subsurface formation 7, but the drilling system
1 may also be an offshore drilling unit, having a platform
or subsea wellhead in place of or in addition to rig floor
3f. The derrick may support a hoist 5, thereby supporting
a top drive 4. In some embodiments, the hoist 5 may be
connected to the top drive 4 by threaded couplings. The
top drive 4 may be connected to a tool string 2. At various
times, top drive 4 may support the axial load of tool string
2. In some embodiments, the top drive 4 may be con-
nected to the tool string 2 by threaded couplings. The rig
floor 3f may have an opening through which the tool string
2 extends downwardly into a wellbore 9. At various times,
rig floor 3f may support the axial load of tool string 2.
During operation, top drive 4 may provide torque to tool
string 2, for example to operate a drilling bit near the
bottom of the wellbore 9. The tool string 2 may include
joints of drill pipe connected together, such as by thread-
ed couplings. At various times, top drive 4 may provide
right hand (RH) torque or left hand (LH) torque to tool
string 2, for example to make up or break out joints of
drill pipe. Power and/or signals may be communicated
between top drive 4 and tool string 2. For example, pneu-
matic, hydraulic, electrical, optical, or other power and/or
signals may be communicated between top drive 4 and
tool string 2. The top drive 4 may include a control unit,
a drive unit, and a tool adapter. In some embodiments,
the tool adapter may utilize threaded connections. In
some embodiments, the tool adapter may be a combined
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multi-coupler (CMC) or quick connector to support load
and transfer torque with couplings to transfer power (hy-
draulic, electric, data, and/or pneumatic).
[0023] Figure 2 illustrates a top drive system 100 (e.g.,
top drive 4 in Figure 1) according to embodiments de-
scribed herein. Generally, top drive system 100 includes
a drive unit 110 and a tool adapter 150. The drive unit
110 generally includes a housing 120, becket 125, drive
gears 130, motors 140 (e.g., electric or hydraulic motors),
first portions of one or more couplings 170, and a drive
stem 180. Becket 125 may convey load from the top drive
system 100 to the hoist 5. Becket 125 may be used with,
or replaced by, other load-transfer components. Drive
gears 130 may couple to motors 140 by way of shaft 135.
Drive gears 130 may convey torque between the motors
140 and the drive stem 180. As illustrated, top drive sys-
tem 100 includes two drive gears 130 (only one shown
in Figure 2) and two motors 140. Any number of drive
gears 130 and/or motors 140 may be considered to ac-
commodate manufacturing and operational conditions.
The motors may be installed fixed to the housing 120.
The tool adapter 150 generally includes a tool stem 160,
a tool stem sleeve 190, and second portions of the cou-
plings 170. Couplings 170 may include complementary
components disposed in or on drive unit 110 and tool
adapter 150. The drive stem 180 may extend through an
interior of tool stem sleeve 190. The tool stem 160 gen-
erally remains below the drive unit 110. (It should be un-
derstood that "below", "above", "vertically", "up", "down",
and similar terms as used herein refer to the general ori-
entation of top drive 4 as illustrated in Figure 1. In some
instances, the orientation may vary somewhat, in re-
sponse to various operational conditions. In any instance
wherein the central axis of the top drive system is not
aligned precisely with the direction of gravitational force,
"below", "above", "vertically", "up", "down", and similar
terms should be understood to be along the central axis
of the top drive system.) The tool stem 160 connects the
top drive system 100 to the tool string 2. The tool stem
160 and drive stem 180 may share a central bore 165
(e.g. providing fluid communication through the top drive
system 100 to the tool string 2). Couplings 170 may in-
clude, for example, threaded couplings, hydraulic cou-
plings, pneumatic couplings, electronic couplings, fiber
optic couplings, power couplings, data couplings, and/or
signal couplings. When the drive unit 110 is coupled to
the tool adapter 150, top drive system 100 may transfer
bi-directional torque, load, power, data, and/or signals
between the top drive and the tool.
[0024] As illustrated in Figures 3A-3B, drive stem 180
may have a drive gear profile 185 and torque profile 195.
Drive gears 130 (Figure 2) may engage drive stem 180
at drive gear profile 185. Motors 140 may turn shaft 135,
which turns drive gears 130, thereby turning drive gear
profile 185 and drive stem 180. Drive gear profile 185
may have teeth designed to mesh with the gearing of
drive gears 130. Alternatively, drive gears 130 and/or
drive gear profile 185 may be configured to engage belt

drive, chain drive, or other systems that are capable of
conveying rotation. Drive gear profile 185 may be located
near the top of drive stem 180. Torque profile 195 may
be an axially symmetrical or axially non-symmetrical pro-
file capable of conveying torque around central bore 165.
For example, torque profile 195 may be a plurality (e.g.,
two, three, four, five, six, etc.) of lugs distributed axially
symmetrically around central bore 165. In some embod-
iments, the torque profile 195 may have a radial extent
at least as wide as tool stem sleeve 190. In the illustrated
embodiment, torque profile 195 is disposed on drive stem
180 above portions thereof which fit into tool stem sleeve
190. The radial extent of torque profile 195 may be se-
lected to accommodate manufacturing and operational
conditions. For example, a larger radial extent of torque
profile 195 may provide for a larger lever-arm, thereby
conveying greater torque at the same rotational speed.
[0025] Also illustrated in Figures 3A-3B, drive stem 180
may have sliding coupling members 171. As used herein,
unless explicitly stated otherwise, "sliding" should be un-
derstood to convey translational motion, including trans-
lational motion with rotation. In some embodiments, slid-
ing coupling members may be spherical, ellipsoidal, or
otherwise rounded. In some embodiments, sliding cou-
pling members may have exterior shapes such as rec-
tangular solids, polygonal solids, or other exterior shapes
having angles. In some embodiments, sliding coupling
members may have one or more areas of concavity on
exterior surfaces thereof. Sliding coupling members 171
may be distributed axially symmetrically or axially non-
symmetrically on an exterior of drive stem 180. Sliding
coupling members 171 may be distributed symmetrically
or non-symmetrically along an axial length of the exterior
of drive stem 180. Sliding coupling members 171 may
be movable at least partially into and out of coupling re-
cesses 181 on drive stem 180. In some embodiments,
coupling recesses 181 are smoothly curved, concave
features. It is currently believed that features with smooth
curvature may be less susceptible to stress forces than
features having angles, jags, or other discontinuities. The
sliding coupling members 171 may be sized and shaped
identically, similarly, or non-similarly. Each coupling re-
cess 181 may be sized and shaped to allow its respective
sliding coupling member 171 to move at least partially
into and out of the coupling recess 181. Retainer 182
may retain sliding coupling members 171 in coupling re-
cesses 181 on drive stem 180. For example, retainer 182
may be a sleeve encircling drive stem 180 and having
ports distributed similarly to the coupling recesses 181
on drive stem 180. Each of the ports of retainer 182 may
be not as large as the largest spatial dimension of its
respective sliding coupling member 171. For example,
when sliding coupling members 171 are spherical, each
port of retainer 182 may have a cross-sectional diameter
smaller than the diameter of the respective sliding cou-
pling member 171. In some embodiments, retainer 182
may include a plurality of retainers that collectively retain
all of the sliding coupling members 171 in coupling re-
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cesses 181.
[0026] Also illustrated in Figure 3A, tool stem sleeve
190 may have coupling recesses 191 on an interior sur-
face thereof. Coupling recesses 191 may be distributed,
sized, and shaped so that sliding coupling members 171
may at least partially move into and out of coupling re-
cesses 191 of tool stem sleeve 190 when drive stem 180
extends through the interior of tool stem sleeve 190. In
some embodiments, recesses 191 are smoothly curved,
concave features. It is currently believed that features
with smooth curvature may be less susceptible to stress
forces than features having angles, jags, or other discon-
tinuities.
[0027] As would be understood by one of ordinary skill
in the art with the benefit of this disclosure, drive stem
180 may support the axial load of tool string 2 by coupling
to tool stem 160 with sliding coupling members 171.
Therefore, the number and sizing of sliding coupling
members 171 (and, therefore, the number and sizing of
coupling recesses 181, coupling recesses 191, and ports
of retainer 182) may be selected to support the expected
axial load. For the same sizing, an increased number of
sliding coupling members 171 may be desired to support
an increased expected axial load. For the same number,
an increased sizing of sliding coupling members 171 may
be desired to support an increased expected axial load.
[0028] As illustrated in Figure 4, tool stem sleeve 190
may include a sleeve torque profile 192. Sleeve torque
profile 192 may be configured to engage and/or mate
with torque profile 195 of drive stem 180. Sleeve torque
profile 192 may be an axially symmetrical or axially non-
symmetrical profile capable of conveying torque around
central bore 165. For example, sleeve torque profile 192
may be a plurality (e.g., two, three, four, five, six, etc.) of
lugs distributed axially symmetrically around central bore
165. In some embodiments, the sleeve torque profile 192
may have a radial extent at least as wide as torque profile
195. Sleeve torque profile 192 may engage torque profile
195 when drive stem 180 extends through the interior of
tool stem sleeve 190 to couple drive unit 110 to tool adapt-
er 150. For example, drive stem 180 may turn torque
profile 195, which engages sleeve torque profile 192,
thereby turning tool stem sleeve 190 of tool stem 160.
[0029] As illustrated in Figure 3B and Figure 4, drive
stem 180 and tool stem 160 may have complementary
couplings 170. For example, drive stem 180 may have a
coupling bracket 183 near torque profile 195 for securing
first portions of couplings 170, and tool stem 160 may
have a coupling bracket 163 near sleeve torque profile
192 for securing second portions of couplings 170. In
some embodiments, multiple coupling bracket pairs
163/183 may be utilized to provide for multiple couplings
170, multiple tools, multiple orientations of drive stem
180 and tool stem 160, and/or redundancy. Couplings
170 may include, for example, hydraulic couplings, pneu-
matic couplings, electronic couplings, fiber optic cou-
plings, power couplings, data couplings, and/or signal
couplings. When the drive unit 110 is coupled to the tool

adapter 150, couplings 170 may transfer power, data,
and/or signals between the top drive and the tool. The
couplings 170 may be quick-connect couplings. The cou-
pling brackets 163/183 may allow for lateral motion to
accommodate small misalignments during coupling, vi-
brations during operations, etc. In some embodiments,
coupling bracket 163 on tool stem 160 may also mate
with a coupling bracket on a tool storage rack. When on
the storage rack, the tool stem 160 may thereby interface
with battery recharging systems, data download sys-
tems, programming systems, hydraulic maintenance
systems, etc.
[0030] Figure 5 further illustrates features of sliding
coupling members 171 and retainer 182. In some em-
bodiments, retainer 182 may include one or more pistons
186 (e.g., hydraulic pistons) disposed in recess(es) 187
of drive stem 180. In the illustrated embodiment, retainer
182 includes a sleeve 184 encircling drive stem 180 and
connected to piston(s) 186. Piston 186 may move be-
tween an upper position and a lower position in recess
187. As illustrated, when piston 186 is in the upper posi-
tion, sleeve 184 causes sliding coupling members 171
to be in a retracted position in coupling recesses 181 of
drive stem 180. As illustrated, when piston 186 is in the
lower position, sleeve 184 causes sliding coupling mem-
bers 171 to be in an extended position in coupling re-
cesses 181 of drive stem 180, thereby extending sliding
coupling members 171 into coupling recesses 191 of tool
stem sleeve 190. It should be appreciated that other con-
figurations of pistons, sleeves, sliding coupling members,
and/or coupling recesses may be considered to accom-
modate manufacturing and operational conditions. When
sliding coupling members 171 are in the extended posi-
tion, axial load may be transferred from tool stem 160
through tool stem sleeve 190, to sliding coupling mem-
bers 171, to drive stem 180, and thereby to drive unit
110. In some embodiments, drive stem 180 may include
a locking feature (not shown) to secure sliding coupling
members 171 in the extended position. For example, the
locking feature may secure piston 186 in the lower posi-
tion. The locking feature may be configured to provide
an external visual representation of whether the sliding
coupling members 171 are secured in the extended po-
sition. In some embodiments, drive stem 180 may include
an actuator (not shown) to move piston 186 between the
upper position and the lower position. For example, the
actuator may be manual, hydraulic, pneumatic, electrical,
etc. In some embodiments, the actuator may provide an
external visual representation of the position of the piston
186. In some embodiments, the locking feature may be
operationally coupled to the actuator, thereby securing
the sliding coupling members 171 by securing the piston
186.
[0031] Drive unit 110 may be coupled to tool adapter
150 in order to transfer bi-directional torque, load, power,
data, and/or signals between the top drive and the tool.
Coupling of drive unit 110 to tool adapter 150 may pro-
ceed as a multi-step process. In one embodiment, the
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coupling begins with torque coupling between drive stem
180 and tool stem 160. Tool stem 160 may be oriented
and/or aligned below drive stem 180. Tool stem 160 may
be oriented so that sleeve torque profile 192 aligns with
torque profile 195. Drive stem 180 may be stabbed into
the interior of tool stem sleeve 190. Tool stem 160 may
be raised relative to drive stem 180 (and/or drive stem
180 may be lowered relative to tool stem 160) so that
sleeve torque profile 192 fully mates with and/or engages
torque profile 195. The sleeve torque profile 192 and/or
the torque profile 195 may have guiding chamfers. It
should be appreciated that other torque coupling types
and/or configurations may be considered to accommo-
date manufacturing and operational conditions. Once
sleeve torque profile 192 is mated with torque profile 195,
bi-directional torque may be transferred between the top
drive and the tool. For example, torque may be trans-
ferred from the motors 140 to the drive gears 130, through
the drive gear profiles 185 to the drive stem 180, through
the torque profiles 195 to the sleeve torque profile 192,
to the tool stem sleeve 190 of the tool stem 160, and thus
to the tool string 2. When tool stem 160 is coupled to
drive stem 180, as shown in Figure 2, bi-directional torque
may be transferred between the top drive and the tool.
Likewise, when tool stem 160 is coupled to drive stem
180, central bore 165 may provide fluid communication
between the top drive and the tool.
[0032] Coupling of drive unit 110 to tool adapter 150
may proceed with axial load coupling between drive stem
180 and tool stem 160. With drive stem 180 extended
through an interior of tool stem sleeve 190, and with
sleeve torque profile 192 mated with torque profile 195,
coupling recesses 181 on drive stem 180 may be aligned
with coupling recesses 191 on tool stem sleeve 190 so
that sliding coupling members 171 may move therebe-
tween. Sliding coupling members 171 may move to an
extended position in coupling recesses 181 of drive stem
180, and thus into coupling recesses 191 of tool stem
sleeve 190. For example, piston 186 may move to the
lower position, thereby moving sleeve 184 to cause slid-
ing coupling members 171 to be in the extended position.
In some embodiments, an actuator may move piston 186
to the lower position. In some embodiments, a locking
feature may secure sliding coupling members 171 in the
extended position. In some embodiments, the locking
feature may secure piston 186 in the lower position.
When sliding coupling members 171 are in the extended
position, axial load may be transferred from tool stem
160 through tool stem sleeve 190, to sliding coupling
members 171, to drive stem 180, and thereby to drive
unit 110.
[0033] In some embodiments, coupling drive stem 180
to tool stem 160 may be facilitated with various sensors,
actuators, couplers, and/or adapters. For example, drive
stem 180 may be first oriented relative to tool stem 160
so that sleeve torque profile 192 aligns with torque profile
195. A sensor (e.g., an optical sensor) may be disposed
at the base of drive stem 180. The sensor may be con-

figured to detect a marker (e.g., a reflector) disposed at
the top of tool stem 160. Drive stem 180 may be rotated
relative to tool stem 160 until the sensor detects align-
ment with the marker. For example, motors 140 may ro-
tate drive stem 180 to align sleeve torque profile 192 with
torque profile 195. In some embodiments, multiple mark-
ers may be utilized. For example, drive stem 180 may be
appropriately oriented in two or more orientations relative
to tool stem 160. The sensor need only detect alignment
with the first marker to identify appropriate orientation of
drive stem 180 relative to tool stem 160. As another ex-
ample, sensors 164 may be disposed on coupling bracket
163 (Figure 4). Sensors 164 may detect a marker asso-
ciated with coupling bracket 183. Orientation and align-
ment of couplings 170 between coupling bracket 163 and
coupling bracket 183 may be detected by sensors 164.
Orientation and/or alignment of drive stem 180 with tool
stem 160 may be corrected to better mate first portions
of couplings 170 on drive stem 180 with second portions
of couplings 170 on tool stem 160. It should be appreci-
ated that other sensors, actuators, and/or adapters types
and/or configurations may be considered to accommo-
date manufacturing and operational conditions.
[0034] Figure 6 illustrates an alternative top drive sys-
tem 200 according to embodiments described herein. Ex-
cept as noted, top drive system 200 is configured and
functions similarly to top drive system 100. For example,
top drive system 200 includes a drive unit 210 and a tool
adapter 250. The drive unit 210 generally includes a
housing 220, becket 225, drive gears 230, motors 240,
first portions of one or more couplings 270, and a drive
stem 280. Sliding coupling members 271 may be dis-
posed on drive stem 280. Rather than tool stem sleeve
190, drive unit 210 includes a coupling collar 290. Rather
than pistons 186, drive unit 210 includes actuators 286
(e.g., hydraulic cylinders) operationally coupled to the
coupling collar 290. Actuators 286 may be distributed
about drive stem 280. As illustrated, four actuators are
symmetrically distributed about drive stem 280, but the
number and distribution may vary to accommodate man-
ufacturing and operational conditions. The drive stem
280 may extend through an interior of coupling collar 290.
In some embodiments, the actuators 286 may be fixed
relative to the drive stem 280. The tool adapter 250 gen-
erally includes a tool stem 260 and second portions of
the couplings 270. The tool stem 260 connects the top
drive system 200 to the tool string 2. The tool stem 260
and drive stem 280 may share a central bore 265. When
the drive unit 210 is coupled to the tool adapter 250, top
drive system 200 may transfer bi-directional torque, load,
power, data, and/or signals between the top drive and
the tool.
[0035] As illustrated in Figure 7, coupling collar 290
generally includes a sleeve 292, recessed surfaces 281
on an interior of the sleeve 292, and actuation surfaces
294 on an interior of sleeve 292. The drive stem 280 may
extend through an interior of sleeve 292. Drive stem 280
and coupling collar 290 may share a central axis 201.
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Recessed surfaces 281 may be concave features on the
interior surface of sleeve 292. Actuation surfaces 294
may be flat or convex features on the interior surface of
sleeve 292. In some embodiments, the radial depth of
recessed surfaces 281 (measured from the central axis
201) may be constant around central axis 201. In some
embodiments, the radial depth of recessed surfaces 281
may vary around central axis 201. Recessed surfaces
281 may be below actuation surfaces 294 on the interior
surface of sleeve 292. In some embodiments, the radial
depth of actuation surfaces 294 may be constant around
central axis 201. In some embodiments, the radial depth
of actuation surfaces 294 may vary around central axis
201. At each angle around central axis 201, the radial
depth of recessed surfaces 281 may be equal to or great-
er than the radial depth of actuation surfaces 294. Cou-
pling collar 290 may move vertically relative to drive stem
280. Coupling collar 290 may be operationally connected
to actuators 286. Actuators 286 may move coupling collar
290 vertically relative to drive stem 280.
[0036] Also illustrated in Figure 7, sliding coupling
members 271 may be disposed on drive stem 280. Ports
272 may extend from an exterior surface of drive stem
280 to the interior of drive stem 280. Sliding coupling
members 271 may be disposed in the ports 272. Although
illustrated in Figure 7 as a single, symmetrical row of ten
ports 272, other distributions, quantity, and configura-
tions of ports 272 may be considered to accommodate
manufacturing and operational conditions. For example,
Figure 10 illustrates an embodiment with two interleaved
rows of ports 272. Ports 272 may be sized and shaped
to allow sliding coupling members 271 to partially extend
into the interior of drive stem 280. Ports 272 may be sized
and shaped to prevent sliding coupling members 271
from fully entering into the interior of drive stem 280.
When assembled, spring elements 273 may be disposed
between sliding coupling members 271 and sleeve 292.
Spring elements 273 may provide a force on sliding cou-
pling members 271 towards central axis 201. In some
embodiments, spring elements 273 may be compressi-
ble devices (e.g., springs). As illustrated in Figure 7, slid-
ing coupling members 271 are cylindrical pins having a
spherical end (towards central axis 201) and a flat, cham-
fered end (towards spring element 273). As with sliding
coupling members 171, other shapes of sliding coupling
members 271 may be considered to accommodate man-
ufacturing and operational conditions. For example, as
illustrated in Figure 10, sliding coupling members 271
may be spherical. In some embodiments, spherically
shaped sliding coupling members 271 may be utilized
without spring elements 273.
[0037] Figure 8 further illustrates tool stem 260. Tool
stem 260 may have coupling recesses 261 disposed on
an exterior surface thereof. Coupling recesses 261 may
be concave features on the exterior surface of tool stem
260. Coupling recesses 261 may be sized and distributed
to align with ports 272 on drive stem 280 when the drive
stem 280 is coupled to the tool stem 260. In some em-

bodiments, to provide for ease of alignment of ports 272
with coupling recesses 261, ports 272 may be closely
spaced on drive stem 280, and coupling recesses 261
may be likewise closely spaced on tool stem 260. In some
embodiments, to provide for ease of alignment, the
number of coupling recesses 261 may exceed the
number of ports 272 (e.g., twice as many coupling re-
cesses 261 as ports 272). Tool stem 260 may have a
tapered top end 266 that is narrower at the top and widens
towards coupling recesses 261.
[0038] As before, coupling of drive unit 210 to tool
adapter 250 may proceed as a multi-step process. In one
embodiment, illustrated in Figure 9A, drive stem 280 may
be aligned with tool stem 260 so that tool stem 260 may
be stabbed into an interior of drive stem 280. Drive stem
280 may rotate relative to tool stem 260 so that coupling
recesses 261 on tool stem 260 may align with ports 272
drive stem 280. It should be understood that rotation of
drive stem 280 relative to tool stem 260 may not be nec-
essary. For example, sufficient number and/or distribu-
tion of coupling recesses 261 may provide a self-aligning
functionality. Actuators 286 may hold coupling collar 290
in a raised position on drive stem 280 while aligning cou-
pling recesses 261 with ports 272 and/or stabbing tool
stem 260 into an interior of drive stem 280. With coupling
collar 290 in the raised position, recessed surfaces 281
may align with ports 272 so that spring elements 273 are
at least partially disposed in recessed surfaces 281. In
other words, with coupling collar 290 in the raised posi-
tion, recessed surfaces 281 may be in vertical alignment
with ports 272.
[0039] Coupling of drive unit 210 to tool adapter 250
may proceed as illustrated in Figure 9B. As tool stem 260
is stabbed into an interior of drive stem 280, tapered top
end 266 of tool stem 260 may engage with an interior
end (towards central axis 201) of sliding coupling mem-
bers 271. The tapered top end 266 may press against
sliding coupling members 271, resisting and/or overcom-
ing the force of spring elements 273. Sliding coupling
members 271 may thereby slide outwardly (away from
central axis 201) through ports 272. Sliding coupling
members 271 may slide outwardly to a retracted position,
retracted from the interior of drive stem 280. As tool stem
260 moves upwardly relative to drive stem 280, tapered
top end 266 may continue to slide sliding coupling mem-
bers 271 outwardly until coupling recesses 261 of tool
stem 260 are vertically aligned with ports 272. Once cou-
pling recesses 261 are in vertical alignment with ports
272, sliding coupling members 271 may slide inwardly
(towards central axis 201) to mate with coupling recesses
261. Sliding coupling members 271 may thereby be in
an extended position, extending into the interior of drive
stem 280 from ports 272. Tapered top end 266 may en-
gage a shoulder or other stop surface of drive stem 280
when coupling recesses 261 of tool stem 260 are verti-
cally aligned with ports 272. When sliding coupling mem-
bers 271 are in the extended position and/or are mated
with coupling recesses 261, axial load may be transferred
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from tool stem 260 through coupling recesses 261, to
sliding coupling members 271, to ports 272 and drive
stem 280, and thereby to drive unit 210.
[0040] Coupling of drive unit 210 to tool adapter 250
may proceed as illustrated in Figure 9C. Once coupling
recesses 261 are in vertical alignment with ports 272,
and sliding coupling members 271 are thereby mated
with coupling recesses 261, sleeve 292 may be lowered
relative to drive stem 280. Recessed surfaces 281 on the
interior of sleeve 292 may be tapered so that moving
coupling collar 290 to a lowered position may gradually
slide sliding coupling members 271 and spring elements
273 into ports 272. Once coupling collar 290 is in the
lowered position, actuation surfaces 294 of sleeve 292
may engage and/or compress spring elements 273 into
ports 272. Actuators 286 may move coupling collar 290
into the lowered position. Actuators 286 may secure
and/or lock coupling collar 290 in the lowered position.
In the lowered position, coupling collar 290 may thereby
secure sliding coupling members 271 in the extended
position, mated with coupling recesses 261. The actua-
tors 286 may provide an external, visual representation
of the position of the coupling collar 290. When coupling
collar 290 secures sliding coupling members 271 in the
extended position, mated with coupling recesses 261, bi-
directional torque may be transferred from motors 240
to drive stem 280, to ports 272 and through sliding cou-
pling members 271, to coupling recesses 261 and tool
stem 260, and thereby to tool adapter 250. It should be
appreciated that rotation of top drive system 200 with
coupling collar 290 in the raised position may result in
outward displacement of sliding coupling members 271
due to centrifugal force.
[0041] De-coupling drive unit 210 from tool adapter 250
may proceed essentially in the reverse of the above-stat-
ed coupling steps. In some embodiments, with coupling
collar 290 in the raised position, actuators (not shown)
may slide sliding coupling members 271 outwardly (away
from central axis 201) through ports 272. For example,
electromagnetic actuators may remove sliding coupling
members 271 from engagement with coupling recesses
261 on tool stem 260.
[0042] Figure 11 illustrates an alternative top drive sys-
tem 300 according to embodiments described herein. Ex-
cept as noted, top drive system 300 is configured and
functions similarly to top drive system 100 and top drive
system 200. For example, top drive system 300 includes
a drive unit 310 and a tool adapter 350. The drive unit
310 generally includes a housing 320, becket 325, drive
gears 330, motors 340, first portions of one or more cou-
plings 370, and a drive stem 380. Rather than tool stem
sleeve 190 or coupling collar 290, drive unit 310 includes
a vector transmission unit 390. The vector transmission
unit 390 may include one or more actuators 386 coupled
to one or more transmission members 392. The vector
transmission unit 390 may be coupled to or housed within
a wall of drive stem 380. The transmission members 392
of vector transmission unit 390 may be operationally cou-

pled to sliding coupling members 371. Through vector
transmission unit 390, actuators 386 may cause sliding
coupling members 371 to move between a retracted po-
sition and an extended position in ports 372 of drive stem
380. The tool adapter 350 generally includes a tool stem
360 and second portions of the couplings 370. The tool
stem 360 connects the top drive system 300 to the tool
string 2. The tool stem 360 and drive stem 380 may share
a central bore 365. When the drive unit 310 is coupled
to the tool adapter 350, top drive system 300 may transfer
bi-directional torque, load, power, data, and/or signals
between the top drive and the tool.
[0043] Vector transmission unit 390 may actuate slid-
ing coupling members 371 by producing linear force in a
first direction and converting it to linear force in a second
direction. As illustrated in Figure 12, vector transmission
unit 390 may produce linear force with one or more ac-
tuators 386. The actuators 386 may be pistons (e.g., hy-
draulic). Each actuator 386 may produce linear force in
a vertical direction. Each actuator 386 may be operation-
ally coupled to a transmission member 392. For example,
actuator 386 may cause transmission member 392 to
move vertically in recess 387. As illustrated in Figure 12,
the transmission member 392 may include an angled rod
393. The transmission member 392 may engage with
sliding coupling member 371 and cause sliding coupling
member 371 to slide inwardly (towards central axis 301)
or outwardly (away from central axis 301). As illustrated,
angled rod 393 of transmission member 392 may engage
a transmission guide 394 of sliding coupling member 371.
Downward force by actuator 386 may cause transmission
member 392 to move downwardly through recess 387.
Downward motion of transmission member 392 may
cause angled rod 393 to move downwardly through trans-
mission guide 394 of sliding coupling member 371. Since
transmission member 392 is constrained to move verti-
cally within recess 387, and since sliding coupling mem-
ber 371 is constrained to move horizontally within port
372 of drive stem 380, downward motion of angled rod
393 through transmission guide 394 may cause inward
motion of sliding coupling member 371. As illustrated,
drive unit 310 includes three vector transmission units
390. As would be understood by one of ordinary skill in
the art with the benefit of this disclosure, other quantities
and configurations of vector transmission units 390 may
be considered to accommodate manufacturing and op-
erational conditions.
[0044] Also illustrated in Figure 12, tool stem 360 may
include a polygonal head 367 between tapered top end
366 and coupling recess 361. In some embodiments, the
number of sides to polygonal head 367 may equal twice
the number of sliding coupling members 371. In the illus-
trated embodiment, polygonal head 367 has six sides
(i.e., hexagonal), and drive stem 380 has three sliding
coupling members 371. Any number of sides of polygonal
head 367 and/or sliding coupling members 371 may be
considered to accommodate manufacturing and opera-
tional conditions. Drive stem 380 may have a coupling
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recess 381 that is sized and shaped to mate with tapered
top end 366 and polygonal head 367 of tool stem 360.
[0045] As before, coupling of drive unit 310 to tool
adapter 350 may proceed as a multi-step process. In one
embodiment, illustrated in Figures 13A-13B, the coupling
begins with torque coupling between drive stem 380 and
tool stem 360. Drive stem 380 may be aligned with tool
stem 360 so that tool stem 360 may be stabbed into an
interior of drive stem 380. Drive stem 380 may be rotated
relative to tool stem 360 to align polygonal head 367 with
coupling recess 381. For example, motors 340 may ro-
tate drive stem 380 to align coupling recess 381 with
polygonal head 367. Tool stem 360 may be stabbed into
an interior of drive stem 380 until coupling recess 361
vertically align with ports 372 (Figure 13B). Sliding cou-
pling members 371 may be maintained in a retracted
position while tool stem 360 is aligned with and stabbed
into drive stem 380. For example, actuators 386 may
cause vector transmission unit 390 to maintain sliding
coupling members 371 in a retracted position in ports
372. Once polygonal head 367 mates with coupling re-
cess 381, as shown in Figure 13B, bi-directional torque
may be transferred between the top drive and the tool.
For example, torque may be transferred from the motors
340 through shaft 335 to the drive gears 330, to the drive
stem 380, through the coupling recess 381 to the polyg-
onal head 367, to tool stem 160, and to the tool string 2.
Bi-directional torque may be thereby transferred from the
motors 340 of the drive unit 310 to the tool stem 360, and
thus to the tool string 2.
[0046] Coupling of drive unit 310 to tool adapter 350
may proceed with axial load coupling between drive stem
380 and tool stem 360, as illustrated in Figures 13B-13C.
Vector transmission unit 390 may actuate sliding cou-
pling members 371 to slide inwardly to an extended po-
sition by producing linear force in a first direction and
converting it to linear force in a second direction. For
example, actuators 386 may exert vertical force on trans-
mission members 392, which may then exert horizontal
force on sliding coupling members 371. Sliding coupling
member 371 may slide inwardly (towards central axis
301) in ports 372 of drive stem 380. Sliding coupling
members 371 may engage and/or mate with coupling
recess 361 of tool stem 360. Actuators 386 may secure
and/or lock sliding coupling members 371 in the extended
position. When sliding coupling members 371 are in the
extended position, axial load may be transferred from
tool stem 360 through polygonal head 367 to sliding cou-
pling members 371, to ports 372 and drive stem 380, and
thereby to drive unit 310.
[0047] Figure 14 illustrates an alternative top drive sys-
tem 400 according to embodiments described herein. Ex-
cept as noted, top drive system 400 is configured and
functions similarly to top drive system 100, top drive sys-
tem 200, and top drive system 300. For example, top
drive system 400 includes a drive unit 410 and a tool
adapter 450. The drive unit 410 generally includes a
housing 420, becket 425, drive gears 430, motors 440,

first portions of one or more couplings 470, a drive stem
480, and drive torque profile 495. The tool adapter 450
generally includes a tool stem 460, second portions of
the couplings 470, sliding coupling members 471, and
tool torque profile 492. Rather than tool stem sleeve 190,
coupling collar 290, or vector transmission unit 390, top
drive system 400 includes a hydraulic coupling unit 490.
First portions of hydraulic coupling unit 490 may be cou-
pled to or housed within a wall of drive stem 480, and
second portions of hydraulic coupling unit 490 may be
coupled to or housed within a wall of tool stem 460. Tool
stem 460 may stab into an interior of drive stem 480.
Hydraulic coupling unit 490 may cause sliding coupling
members 471 to move between a retracted position and
an extended position in ports 472 of tool stem 460. With
sliding coupling members 471 in the extended position,
axial load may be transferred from the tool stem 460 to
the drive stem 480. The tool stem 460 connects the top
drive system 400 to the tool string 2. The tool stem 460
and drive stem 480 may share a central bore 465. Hy-
draulic coupling unit 490 may encircle central bore 465.
When the drive unit 410 is coupled to the tool adapter
450, top drive system 400 may transfer bi-directional
torque, load, power, data, and/or signals between the top
drive and the tool.
[0048] Similar to torque profile 195, drive torque profile
495 may be an axially symmetrical or axially non-sym-
metrical profile capable of conveying torque around cen-
tral bore 465. For example, as illustrated in Figure 15,
drive torque profile 495 may be a plurality (e.g., two) of
pins distributed axially symmetrically around central bore
465 on drive stem 480. Similar to sleeve torque profile
192, tool torque profile 492 may be configured to engage
and/or mate with drive torque profile 495 of drive stem
480. Tool torque profile 492 may be an axially symmet-
rical or axially non-symmetrical profile capable of con-
veying torque around central bore 465. For example, as
illustrated, tool torque profile 492 may be a plurality (e.g.,
two) of pin holes distributed axially symmetrically around
central bore 465 of tool stem 460. Tool torque profile 492
may engage drive torque profile 495 when tool stem 460
is stabbed into an interior of drive stem 480 to couple
drive unit 410 to tool adapter 450. For example, drive
stem 480 may turn drive torque profile 495, which en-
gages tool torque profile 492, thereby turning tool stem
460.
[0049] Sliding coupling members 471 in ports 472 may
be distributed axially symmetrically or axially non-sym-
metrically on tool stem 460. Sliding coupling members
471 in ports 472 may be distributed symmetrically or non-
symmetrically along an axial length of tool stem 460. Slid-
ing coupling members 471 may be at least partially mov-
able into and out of coupling recesses 481 on drive stem
480 when tool stem 460 is stabbed into an interior of drive
stem 480. The sliding coupling members 471 may be
sized and shaped identically, similarly, or non-similarly.
Each coupling recess 481 may be sized and shaped to
allow its respective sliding coupling member 471 to move
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at least partially into and out of the coupling recess 481.
[0050] Hydraulic coupling unit 490 may actuate sliding
coupling members 471 by producing a control signal,
such as a hydraulic impulse. As illustrated in Figure 15,
hydraulic coupling unit 490 may include a plunger 482
on drive stem 480 and a cylinder 462 on tool stem 460.
The plunger 482 and cylinder 462 may be located, sized,
and/or configured to operably engage to actuate a hy-
draulic impulse. For example, plunger 482 and cylinder
462 may each encircle central bore 465, or plunger 482
and cylinder 462 may each be disposed within central
bore 465. The hydraulic impulse may cause hydraulic
transmission 463 on tool stem 460 to move sliding cou-
pling members 471 between a retracted and an extended
position in ports 472. As would be understood by one of
ordinary skill in the art with the benefit of this disclosure,
other configurations of hydraulic coupling unit 490 may
be considered to accommodate manufacturing and op-
erational conditions.
[0051] As before, coupling of drive unit 410 to tool
adapter 450 may proceed as a multi-step process. In one
embodiment, illustrated in Figures 16A-16B, the coupling
begins with torque coupling between drive stem 480 and
tool stem 460. Drive stem 480 may be aligned with tool
stem 460 so that tool stem 460 may be stabbed into an
interior of drive stem 480. Drive stem 480 may be rotated
relative to tool stem 460 to align drive torque profile 495
with tool torque profile 492. For example, motors 440
may rotate drive stem 480 to align drive torque profile
495 with tool torque profile 492. Tool stem 460 may be
stabbed into an interior of drive stem 480 until coupling
recesses 481 vertically align with ports 472 (Figure 16B).
Sliding coupling members 471 may be maintained in a
retracted position while tool stem 460 is aligned with and
stabbed into drive stem 480. Once drive torque profile
495 mates with tool torque profile 492, as shown in Figure
16B, bi-directional torque may be transferred between
the top drive and the tool. For example, torque may be
transferred from the motors 440 through shaft 435 to the
drive gears 430, to the drive stem 480, through drive
torque profile 495 to tool torque profile 492, to tool stem
460, and to the tool string 2. Bi-directional torque may be
thereby transferred from the motors 440 of the drive unit
410 to the tool stem 460, and thus to the tool string 2.
[0052] Coupling of drive unit 410 to tool adapter 450
may proceed with axial load coupling between drive stem
480 and tool stem 460, as illustrated in Figures 16B-16C.
After coupling recesses 481 are vertically aligned with
ports 472, hydraulic coupling unit 490 may actuate sliding
coupling members 471 to slide outwardly to an extended
position by producing a hydraulic impulse. Plunger 482
may operably engage cylinder 462 to actuate the hydrau-
lic impulse. The hydraulic impulse may cause hydraulic
transmission 463 on tool stem 460 to move sliding cou-
pling members 471 outwardly in ports 472 to an extended
position. The sliding coupling members 471 may move
at least partially into coupling recesses 481. Sliding cou-
pling members 471 may engage and/or mate with cou-

pling recesses 481 of drive stem 480. By maintaining
pressure on cylinder 462, plunger 482 may secure and/or
lock sliding coupling members 471 in the extended po-
sition. When sliding coupling members 471 are in the
extended position, axial load may be transferred from
tool stem 460 through ports 472 to sliding coupling mem-
bers 471, to coupling recesses 481 and drive stem 480,
and thereby to drive unit 410.
[0053] De-coupling drive unit 410 from tool adapter 450
may proceed essentially in the reverse of the above-stat-
ed coupling steps. In some embodiments, hydraulic cou-
pling unit 490 may generate a second control signal to
cause sliding coupling members 471 to slide inwardly
through ports 472. For example, plunger 482 may provide
a second hydraulic impulse to cylinder 462. The second
hydraulic impulse may cause hydraulic transmission 463
on tool stem 460 to move sliding coupling members 471
to a retracted in ports 472.
[0054] An example of the functioning of hydraulic trans-
mission 463 of hydraulic coupling unit 490 is illustrated
in Figure 17. Initially, hydraulic fluid may be in upper res-
ervoir 496 and middle reservoir 497. Upper reservoir 496
may be in fluid communication with cylinder 462 and
valve 464, which may be initially closed. Sliding coupling
members 471 may be in a retracted position and in fluid
communication with middle reservoir 497. Reservoir cyl-
inder 468 may close lower reservoir 498, for example by
the action of reservoir spring 469. Hydraulic coupling unit
490 may actuate a control signal by engaging cylinder
462 with plunger 482. The control signal may be a hy-
draulic signal, such as a hydraulic impulse of a certain
amplitude, duration, or both. The control signal may
cause valve 464 to open. Pressure of plunger 482 on
cylinder 462 may be transferred to hydraulic fluid in upper
reservoir 496 and middle reservoir 497. Hydraulic pres-
sure in the middle reservoir may apply a force to sliding
coupling members 471. Plunger 482 may thereby move
sliding coupling members 471 to an extended position.
A second control signal may cause reservoir cylinder 468
to retract against the force of reservoir spring 469. Hy-
draulic fluid may flow from middle reservoir 497 to lower
reservoir 498. Reduced pressure in middle reservoir 497
may move sliding coupling members 471 to a retracted
position. A third control signal may release the retraction
of reservoir cylinder 468. Reservoir spring 469 may then
cause reservoir cylinder 468 to close lower reservoir 498,
forcing hydraulic fluid back into upper reservoir 496.
Valve 464 may close in response to the fluid return, or a
forth control signal may close valve 464, returning the
hydraulic transmission 463 to its initial arrangement.
[0055] It should be understood that the components of
tool couplers described herein could be usefully imple-
mented in reverse configurations. For example, Figures
3A-3B illustrate drive stem 180 (having sliding coupling
members 171) of drive unit 110 stabbing into tool stem
sleeve 190 of tool adapter 150. A similarly useful config-
uration would include a tool stem (having sliding coupling
members 171) of tool adapter 150 stabbing into a drive
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stem sleeve of drive unit 110.
[0056] It should be appreciated that, for each top drive
system 100, 200, 300, 400, a variety of sensors, actua-
tors, and/or adapters types and/or configurations may be
considered to accommodate manufacturing and opera-
tional conditions. The actuators may be, for example,
worm drives, hydraulic cylinders, compensation cylin-
ders, etc. The actuators may be hydraulically, pneumat-
ically, electrically, and/or manually controlled. In some
embodiments, multiple control mechanism may be uti-
lized to provide redundancy. One or more sensors may
be used to monitor relative positions of the components
of the top drive system. The sensors may be position
sensors, rotation sensors, pressure sensors, optical sen-
sors, magnetic sensors, etc. In some embodiments, stop
surfaces may be used in conjunction with or in lieu of
sensors to identify when components are appropriately
positioned and/or oriented. Likewise, optical guides may
be utilized to identify or confirm when components are
appropriately positioned and/or oriented. In some em-
bodiments, guide elements (e.g., pins and holes, cham-
fers, etc.) may assist in aligning and/or orienting the com-
ponents of each top drive system 100, 200, 300, 400.
Bearings and seals may be disposed between compo-
nents to provide support, cushioning, rotational freedom,
and/or fluid management.
[0057] In an embodiment, a top drive system includes
a drive unit having a drive stem; a plurality of sliding cou-
pling members disposed on an exterior of the drive stem;
a retainer to retain the plurality of sliding coupling mem-
bers on the drive stem; and a torque profile on the drive
stem. The top drive system also includes a tool adapter
having a tool stem having a tool stem sleeve, wherein
the drive stem extends through an interior of the tool stem
sleeve; a plurality of coupling recesses on an interior of
the tool stem sleeve and engagable with the sliding cou-
pling members; and a sleeve torque profile engagable
with the torque profile.
[0058] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the top drive system also includes a load coupling com-
prising engagement of the sliding coupling members with
the coupling recesses on the tool stem sleeve.
[0059] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the top drive system also includes a torque coupling com-
prising engagement of the torque profile with the sleeve
torque profile.
[0060] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the torque profile is a plurality of lugs distributed around
a central bore of the drive stem.
[0061] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the torque profile has a radial extent at least as wide as
the tool stem sleeve.
[0062] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
each sliding coupling member is at least partially dis-
posed in a coupling recess on the drive stem.
[0063] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the top drive system also includes a piston coupled to
the retainer, wherein movement of the piston causes the

sliding coupling members to move between an extended
position and a retracted position.
[0064] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the top drive system also includes a recess on the drive
stem for each sliding coupling member, wherein each
sliding coupling member is partially disposed in its re-
spective recess on the drive stem when in the retracted
position.
[0065] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
each sliding coupling member is partially disposed in one
of the coupling recesses on the tool stem sleeve when
in the extended position.
[0066] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the top drive system also includes a first coupling bracket
on the torque profile and a second coupling bracket on
the sleeve torque profile.
[0067] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the top drive system also includes at least one coupling
between the drive unit and the tool adapter selected from
a group consisting of: threaded couplings, hydraulic cou-
plings, pneumatic couplings, electronic couplings, fiber
optic couplings, power couplings, data couplings, signal
couplings, bi-directional torque couplings, axial load cou-
plings, power couplings, data couplings, and signal cou-
plings.
[0068] In an embodiment, a method of coupling a drive
unit to a tool adapter includes positioning the tool adapter
below the drive unit; stabbing a drive stem of the drive
unit into an interior of a tool stem sleeve of the tool adapt-
er; coupling a torque between the drive unit and the tool
adapter by engaging a torque profile of the drive stem
with a sleeve torque profile of the tool stem sleeve; and
coupling a load between the drive unit and the tool adapt-
er by engaging a plurality of sliding coupling members
on the drive stem with a plurality of coupling recesses on
the interior of the tool stem sleeve.
[0069] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
coupling the load comprises moving the sliding coupling
members from a retracted position to an extended posi-
tion.
[0070] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
coupling the load further comprises moving a piston from
an upper position to a lower position to move the sliding
coupling members from the retracted position to the ex-
tended position.
[0071] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the method also includes securing the sliding coupling
members in the extended position.
[0072] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the method also includes aligning the torque profile with
the sleeve torque profile before stabbing the drive stem
into to the interior of the tool stem sleeve.
[0073] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the method also includes aligning the sliding coupling
members with the coupling recesses on the tool stem
sleeve before stabbing the drive stem into to the interior
of the tool stem sleeve.
[0074] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
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the method also includes forming a coupling between the
drive unit and the tool adapter, wherein the coupling is
selected from a group consisting of: threaded couplings,
hydraulic couplings, pneumatic couplings, electronic
couplings, fiber optic couplings, power couplings, data
couplings, signal couplings, bi-directional torque cou-
plings, axial load couplings, power couplings, data cou-
plings, and signal couplings.
[0075] In an embodiment, a drive unit of a top drive
system includes a drive stem having a plurality of ports
from an exterior thereof to an interior thereof; a plurality
of sliding coupling members disposed in the ports; and
a coupling collar encircling the drive stem and having
actuation surfaces and recessed surfaces on an interior
thereof, wherein the recessed surfaces align with the
ports when the coupling collar is in a first position, and
the actuation surfaces align with the ports when the cou-
pling collar is in a second position.
[0076] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the ports prevent the sliding coupling members from fully
entering into the interior of the drive stem.
[0077] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
a radial depth of the recessed surfaces may be at least
as large as a radial depth of the actuation surfaces.
[0078] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the first position is a raised position.
[0079] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the drive unit also includes spring elements between the
sliding coupling members and the coupling collar.
[0080] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the drive unit also includes actuators to move the coupling
collar relative to the drive stem between the first position
and the second position.
[0081] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the top drive system also includes a tool stem having
coupling recesses engagable with the sliding coupling
members.
[0082] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the top drive system also includes a load coupling com-
prising engagement of the sliding coupling members with
the coupling recesses.
[0083] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the top drive system also includes a torque coupling com-
prising engagement of the sliding coupling members with
the coupling recesses.
[0084] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the tool stem has a tapered top end.
[0085] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
a number of the coupling recesses exceeds a number of
the ports.
[0086] In an embodiment, a method of coupling a drive
unit to a tool adapter includes positioning the tool adapter
below the drive unit; stabbing a tool stem of the tool adapt-
er into an interior of a drive stem of the drive unit; engag-
ing coupling recesses of the tool stem with sliding cou-
pling members of the drive stem by moving the sliding
coupling members to an extended position; and securing
the sliding coupling members in the extended position.

[0087] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the method also includes coupling a torque between the
drive unit and the tool adapter by engaging the coupling
recesses with the sliding coupling members; and cou-
pling a load between the drive unit and the tool adapter
by engaging the coupling recesses with the sliding cou-
pling members.
[0088] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
engaging the coupling recesses with the sliding coupling
members comprises moving a coupling collar from a
raised position to a lowered position.
[0089] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the method also includes holding the coupling collar in
the raised position while stabbing the tool stem into the
interior of the drive stem.
[0090] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
securing the sliding coupling members in the extended
position comprises securing a coupling collar in a lowered
position.
[0091] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
stabbing the tool stem into the interior of the drive stem
comprises engaging a tapered top end of the tool stem
with the sliding coupling members.
[0092] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the sliding coupling members are disposed in ports on
the drive stem, the method further comprising aligning
the coupling recesses with the ports before stabbing the
tool stem into to the interior of the drive stem.
[0093] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the method also includes forming a coupling between the
drive unit and the tool adapter, wherein the coupling is
selected from a group consisting of: threaded couplings,
hydraulic couplings, pneumatic couplings, electronic
couplings, fiber optic couplings, power couplings, data
couplings, signal couplings, bi-directional torque cou-
plings, axial load couplings, power couplings, data cou-
plings, and signal couplings.
[0094] In an embodiment, a drive unit of a top drive
system includes a drive stem having a coupling recess;
a plurality of ports in the drive stem connected to the
coupling recess; a plurality of sliding coupling members
movable between a retracted position and an extended
position in the ports; and a plurality of transmission units
operationally coupled to the sliding coupling members to
move the sliding coupling members between the retract-
ed position and the extended position.
[0095] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
each transmission unit comprises an actuator capable of
producing linear force in a first direction, wherein the first
direction is orthogonal to the ports of the drive stem.
[0096] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
each transmission unit further comprises a transmission
member capable of converting the linear force in the first
direction to a linear force in a second direction parallel
to the ports of the drive stem.
[0097] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the transmission member comprises an angled rod that
engages a transmission guide of the sliding coupling
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member.
[0098] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
each transmission unit is housed within a wall of the drive
stem.
[0099] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the top drive system also includes a tool stem, wherein:
the tool stem has a polygonal head configured to mate
with the coupling recess of the drive stem; and the tool
stem has a coupling recess engagable with the sliding
coupling members.
[0100] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the top drive system also includes a load coupling com-
prising engagement of the sliding coupling members with
the coupling recess of the tool stem.
[0101] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the top drive system also includes a torque coupling com-
prising mating of the polygonal head with the coupling
recess of the drive stem.
[0102] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the tool stem has a tapered top end.
[0103] In an embodiment, a method of coupling a drive
unit to a tool adapter includes positioning the tool adapter
below the drive unit; stabbing a tool stem of the tool adapt-
er into an interior of a drive stem of the drive unit; mating
a polygonal head of the tool stem with a coupling recess
of the drive stem; and engaging coupling recesses of the
tool stem with sliding coupling members of the drive stem
by moving the sliding coupling members to an extended
position.
[0104] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the method also includes coupling a torque between the
drive unit and the tool adapter by mating the polygonal
head with the coupling recesses of the drive stem; and
coupling a load between the drive unit and the tool adapt-
er by engaging the coupling recesses of the tool stem
with the sliding coupling members.
[0105] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the method also includes aligning the polygonal head
with the coupling recess of the drive stem before stabbing
the tool stem into to the interior of the drive stem.
[0106] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the method also includes maintaining the sliding coupling
members in a retracted position while stabbing the tool
stem into the interior of the drive stem.
[0107] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the method also includes exerting vertical force on trans-
mission members with actuators; and exerting horizontal
force on the sliding coupling members with the transmis-
sion members.
[0108] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
engaging the coupling recess of the tool stem with the
sliding coupling members comprises moving the sliding
coupling members to an extended position.
[0109] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the method also includes securing the sliding coupling
members in the extended position.
[0110] In an embodiment, a top drive system includes
a drive unit having a drive stem; a plurality of coupling

recesses on an interior of the drive stem; a drive torque
profile on the drive stem; and first portions of a hydraulic
coupling unit. The top drive system also includes a tool
adapter having a tool stem, wherein the tool stem extends
through an interior of the drive stem; a plurality of sliding
coupling members disposed on an exterior of the tool
stem and engagable with the coupling recesses on the
drive stem; a tool torque profile on the tool stem and
engagable with the drive torque profile; and second por-
tions of the hydraulic coupling unit.
[0111] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the top drive system also includes a load coupling com-
prising engagement of the sliding coupling members with
the coupling recesses on the drive stem.
[0112] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the top drive system also includes a torque coupling com-
prising engagement of the drive torque profile with the
tool torque profile.
[0113] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the hydraulic coupling unit causes the sliding coupling
members to move between a retracted position and an
extended position in ports of the tool stem.
[0114] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
each sliding coupling member is at least partially dis-
posed in a coupling recess on the tool stem when in the
extended position.
[0115] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the first portions of the hydraulic coupling unit encircle a
central bore of the drive stem.
[0116] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the drive torque profile comprises a plurality of pins, and
the tool torque profile comprises a plurality of holes.
[0117] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the first portions of the hydraulic coupling unit comprise
a plunger, and the second portions of the hydraulic cou-
pling unit comprise a cylinder.
[0118] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the second portions of the hydraulic coupling unit further
comprising an upper reservoir, a middle reservoir, a lower
reservoir, a valve between the upper reservoir and the
middle reservoir, and a lower cylinder in the lower reser-
voir.
[0119] In an embodiment, a method of coupling a drive
unit to a tool adapter includes positioning the tool adapter
below the drive unit; stabbing a tool stem of the tool adapt-
er into an interior of a drive stem of the drive unit; coupling
a torque between the drive unit and the tool adapter by
engaging a drive torque profile of the drive stem with a
tool torque profile of the tool stem; and coupling a load
between the drive unit and the tool adapter by: producing
a control signal; responding to the control signal by mov-
ing sliding coupling members on the tool stem to an ex-
tended position; and engaging the sliding coupling mem-
bers in the extended position with coupling recesses on
the interior of the drive stem.
[0120] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the control signal is a hydraulic impulse.
[0121] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
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the method also includes aligning the drive torque profile
with the tool torque profile before stabbing the tool stem
into to the interior of the drive stem.
[0122] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the method also includes maintaining the sliding coupling
members in a retracted position while stabbing the tool
stem into the interior of the drive stem.
[0123] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
producing the control signal comprises engaging a plung-
er of the drive stem with a cylinder of the tool stem.
[0124] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the method also includes securing the sliding coupling
members in the extended position.
[0125] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
moving the sliding coupling members to an extended po-
sition comprises: opening a valve between an upper res-
ervoir and a middle reservoir on the tool stem; transferring
hydraulic pressure from the upper reservoir to the middle
reservoir; and applying a force to the sliding coupling
members with the hydraulic pressure in the middle res-
ervoir.
[0126] In one or more embodiments disclosed herein,
the method also includes forming a coupling between the
drive unit and the tool adapter, wherein the coupling is
selected from a group consisting of: threaded couplings,
hydraulic couplings, pneumatic couplings, electronic
couplings, fiber optic couplings, power couplings, data
couplings, signal couplings, bi-directional torque cou-
plings, axial load couplings, power couplings, data cou-
plings, and signal couplings.

Claims

1. A top drive system (100) comprising:

a drive unit (110) comprising:

a drive stem (180);
a plurality of sliding coupling members (171)
disposed on an exterior of the drive stem;
a retainer (182) to retain the plurality of slid-
ing coupling members on the drive stem;
and
a torque profile (195) on the drive stem; and

a tool adapter (150) comprising:

a tool stem (160) having a tool stem sleeve
(190), wherein the drive stem extends
through an interior of the tool stem sleeve;
a plurality of coupling recesses (191) on an
interior of the tool stem sleeve and engaga-
ble with the sliding coupling members to
support axial load; and
a sleeve torque profile (192) engaging with
the torque profile.

2. The top drive system of claim 1, wherein each sliding
coupling member (171) is at least partially disposed
in a coupling recess (181) on the drive stem (180).

3. The top drive system of claim 1 or 2, further com-
prising a piston (186) coupled to the retainer (182),
wherein movement of the piston causes the sliding
coupling members (171) to move between an ex-
tended position and a retracted position.

4. The top drive system of claim 3, further comprising
a recess (181) on the drive stem (180) for each slid-
ing coupling member (171), wherein each sliding
coupling member is partially disposed in its respec-
tive recess on the drive stem when in the retracted
position.

5. The top drive system of any preceding claim, wherein
the torque profile (195) is a plurality of lugs distributed
around a central bore (165) of the drive stem (180).

6. A method of coupling a drive unit (110) to a tool
adapter (150) comprising:

positioning the tool adapter below the drive unit;
stabbing a drive stem (180) of the drive unit into
an interior of a tool stem sleeve (190) of the tool
adapter;
engaging a torque profile (195) of the drive stem
with a sleeve torque profile (192) of the tool stem
sleeve; and
engaging a plurality of sliding coupling members
(171) on the drive stem with a plurality of cou-
pling recesses (191) on the interior of the tool
stem sleeve, to support axial load.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein engaging the plural-
ity of sliding coupling members (171) comprises
moving the sliding coupling members from a retract-
ed position to an extended position.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein engaging the plural-
ity of sliding coupling members further comprises
moving a piston from an upper position to a lower
position to move the sliding coupling members from
the retracted position to the extended position.

9. The method of claim 6, 7 or 8, further comprising
aligning the sliding coupling members (171) with the
coupling recesses (191) on the tool stem sleeve
(190) before stabbing the drive stem (180) into to the
interior of the tool stem sleeve.

10. The method of any one of claims 6 to 9, further com-
prising aligning the torque profile with the sleeve
torque profile before stabbing the drive stem into to
the interior of the tool stem sleeve.
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Patentansprüche

1. Oberantriebssystem (100), Folgendes beinhaltend:

eine Antriebseinheit (110), Folgendes beinhal-
tend:

eine Antriebsspindel (180);
eine Vielzahl von Gleitkoppelelementen
(171), welche an einer Außenseite der An-
triebsspindel angeordnet sind;
ein Rückhalteelement (182) zum Zurück-
halten der Vielzahl von Gleitkoppelelemen-
ten an der Antriebsspindel; und
ein Drehmomentprofil (195) an der An-
triebsspindel; und

einen Werkzeugadapter (150), Folgendes bein-
haltend:

eine Werkzeugspindel (160), welcher eine
Werkzeugspindelhülse (190) besitzt, wobei
sich die Antriebsspindel durch ein Inneres
der Werkzeugspindelhülse erstreckt;
eine Vielzahl von Kopplungsvertiefungen
(191) an einem Inneren der Werkzeugspin-
delhülse, welche mit den Gleitkoppelele-
menten in Eingriff gehen können, um Axial-
last zu stützen; und
ein Hülse-Drehmomentprofil (192), wel-
ches mit dem Drehmomentprofil in Eingriff
geht.

2. Oberantriebssystem nach Anspruch 1, bei welchem
jedes Gleitkoppelelement (171) zumindest teilweise
in einer Kopplungsvertiefung (181) an der Antriebs-
spindel (180) angeordnet ist.

3. Oberantriebssystem nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, zu-
dem beinhaltend einen Kolben (186), welcher mit
dem Rückhalteelement (182) gekoppelt ist, wobei
Bewegung des Kolbens die Gleitkoppelelemente
(171) dazu veranlasst, sich zwischen einer ausge-
fahrenen Position und einer eingezogenen Position
zu bewegen.

4. Oberantriebssystem nach Anspruch 3, zudem bein-
haltend eine Vertiefung (181) an der Antriebsspindel
(180) für jedes Gleitkoppelelement (171), wobei je-
des Gleitkoppelelement teilweise in seiner jeweili-
gen Vertiefung an der Antriebsspindel angeordnet
ist, wenn es sich in der eingezogenen Position be-
findet.

5. Oberantriebssystem nach einem der vorhergehen-
den Ansprüche, bei welchem das Drehmomentprofil
(195) eine Vielzahl von Laschen ist, welche um eine
mittlere Bohrung (165) der Antriebsspindel (180)

verteilt ist.

6. Verfahren zum Koppeln einer Antriebseinheit (110)
mit einem Werkzeugadapter (150), welches Folgen-
des beinhaltet:

Positionieren des Werkzeugadapters unterhalb
der Antriebseinheit;
Einstecken einer Antriebsspindel (180) der An-
triebseinheit in ein Inneres der Werkzeugspin-
delhülse (190) des Werkzeugadapters;
Ineingriffbringen eines Drehmomentprofils
(195) der Antriebsspindel mit einem Hülse-
Drehmomentprofil (192) der Werkzeugspindel-
hülse; und
Ineingriffbringen einer Vielzahl von Gleitkoppel-
elementen (171) an der Antriebsspindel mit ei-
ner Vielzahl von Kopplungsvertiefungen (191)
an dem Inneren der Werkzeugspindelhülse zum
Stützen von Axiallast.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, bei welchem das Inein-
griffbringen der Vielzahl von Gleitkoppelelementen
(171) das Bewegen der Gleitkoppelelemente von ei-
ner eingezogenen Position in eine ausgefahrene Po-
sition beinhaltet.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 7, bei welchem das Inein-
griffbringen der Vielzahl von Gleitkoppelelementen
zudem das Bewegen eines Kolbens von einer obe-
ren Position in eine untere Position beinhaltet, um
die Gleitkoppelelemente von der eingezogenen Po-
sition in die ausgefahrene Position zu bewegen.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, 7 oder 8, zudem bein-
haltend Ausfluchten der Gleitkoppelelemente (171)
mit den Kopplungsvertiefungen (191) an der Werk-
zeugspindelhülse (190) vor dem Einstecken der An-
triebsspindel (180) in das Innere der Werkzeugspin-
delhülse.

10. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 6 bis 9, zudem
beinhaltend Ausfluchten des Drehmomentprofils mit
dem Hülse-Drehmomentprofil vor dem Einstecken
der Antriebsspindel in das Innere der Werkzeugspin-
delhülse.

Revendications

1. Système d’entraînement par le haut (100),
comprenant :

une unité d’entraînement (110) comprenant :

une tige d’entraînement (180) ;
plusieurs éléments d’accouplement coulis-
sants (171) disposés sur un extérieur de la
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tige d’entraînement ;
un élément de retenue (182) destiné à re-
tenir les plusieurs éléments d’accouple-
ment coulissants sur la tige
d’entraînement ; et
un profil de couple (195) sur la tige
d’entraînement ; et

un adaptateur d’outil (150), comprenant :

une tige d’outil (160) comportant un man-
chon de tige d’outil (190), dans lequel la tige
d’entraînement s’étend à travers un inté-
rieur du manchon de la tige d’outil ;
plusieurs évidements d’accouplement
(101) sur un intérieur du manchon de la tige
d’outil et pouvant s’engager dans les élé-
ments d’accouplement coulissants pour
supporter une charge axiale ; et
un profil de couple du manchon (192) s’en-
gageant dans le profil de couple.

2. Système d’entraînement par le haut selon la reven-
dication 1, dans lequel chaque élément d’accouple-
ment coulissant (171) est au moins en partie disposé
dans un évidement d’accouplement (181) sur la tige
d’entraînement (180).

3. Système d’entrainement par le haut selon les reven-
dications 1 ou 2, comprenant en outre un piston (186)
accouplé à l’élément de retenue (182), dans lequel
le déplacement du piston entraîne le déplacement
des éléments d’accouplement coulissants (171) en-
tre une position étendue et une position rétractée.

4. Système d’entraînement par le haut selon la reven-
dication 3, comprenant en outre un évidement (181)
sur la tige d’entraînement (180) pour chaque élé-
ment d’accouplement coulissant (171), dans lequel
chaque élément d’accouplement coulissant est en
partie disposé dans son évidement respectif sur la
tige d’entraînement, lorsqu’il se trouve dans la posi-
tion rétractée.

5. Système d’entraînement par le haut selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications précédentes, dans le-
quel le profil de couple (195) est constitué par plu-
sieurs pattes réparties autour d’un alésage central
(165) de la tige d’entraînement (180).

6. Procédé d’accouplement d’une unité d’entraîne-
ment (110) à un adaptateur d’outil (150), comprenant
les étapes ci-dessous :

positionnement de l’adaptateur d’outil au-des-
sous de l’unité d’entrainement ;
fixation d’une tige d’entraînement (180) de l’uni-
té d’entraînement dans un intérieur d’un man-

chon d’une tige d’outil (190) de l’adaptateur
d’outil ;
engagement d’un profil de couple (185) de la
tige d’entraînement dans un profil de couple du
manchon (192) de u manchon de la tige d’outil ;
et
engagement de plusieurs éléments d’accouple-
ment coulissants (17) sur la tige d’entraînement
dans plusieurs évidements d’accouplement
(191) sur l’intérieur du manchon de la tige d’outil,
pour supporter une charge axiale.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 6, dans lequel l’étape
d’engagement des plusieurs éléments d’accouple-
ment coulissants (171) comprend le déplacement
des éléments d’accouplement coulissants d’une po-
sition rétractée vers une position étendue.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 7, dans lequel l’étape
d’engagement des plusieurs éléments d’accouple-
ment coulissants comprend en outre le déplacement
d’un piston d’une position supérieure vers une posi-
tion inférieure pour déplacer les éléments d’accou-
plement coulissants de la position rétractée vers la
position étendue.

9. Procédé selon les revendications 6, 7 ou 8, compre-
nant en outre l’étape d’alignement des éléments
d’accouplement coulissants (171) avec les évide-
ments d’accouplement (191) sur le manchon de la
tige d’outil (190) avant de fixer la tige d’entraînement
(180) sur l’intérieur du manchon de la tige d’outil.

10. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des révocations 6
à 9, comprenant en outre l’étape d’alignement du
profil de couple avec le profil de couple du manchon
avant de fixer la tige d’entraînement sur l’intérieur
du manchon de la tige d’outil.
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